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Abstract—The paper deals with reconstructing the
conceptual model from the implemented database. Sometimes
the conceptual model of the implemented database is missing
and is appropriate to reconstruct the conceptual model from the
implemented database to understand the content of the
database and for effective additional development or maintance.
We propose algorithm for reconstruction the conceptual model
from the implemented database using JDBC methods.
Reconstructed conceptual model is represented by XML
document and then is transformed to CDM file supported by
CASE tool called Sybase PowerDesigner. Finally, reconstructed
conceptual model imported to Sybase PowerDesigner can be
used for vizualization, transformation to logical and physical
model, and in other various ways. Proposed algorithm is
verified on specific implemented database and the
reconstructed conceptual model is shown in CASE tool Sybase
PowerDesigner.
Index Terms—Conceptual
database, reconstruction.
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to the logical model of the future database or to another
models.
In second phase we define primary and foreign keys for
relationships between entities, and general data types of
attributes for specifying type of data which will be stored in
attributes. The result of this phase is a logical model of the
future database and because we specify that we constructing
a database, this model is more detailed than conceptual model
and belongs to Platform Specific Model (PSM).
In third phase we specify RDBMS which will be used for
implementing the logical model of the future database. Then
we define specific data types for attributes supported by
selected RDBMS and generate physical model of database.
The result of this phase is the resulting database implemented
in selected RDBMS and the physical model of database
belongs to Implementation Specific Model.
Process of database modeling is shown in the Fig. 1:

I. INTRODUCTION
In present days there are a lot of databases which are
implemented in a relational database [1]. The databases are
used for storing data in information systems, web
applications, e-shops, etc. Each of the implemented databases
can be designed in different ways, but the result is an
implemented database in specific relational database
management system [further in text referred as RDBMS].
During the creation and data modeling of the database
there are three phases [5], [6], [7]:
 Conceptual model design (Platform Independent
Model).
 Logical model design (Platform Specific Model).
 Physical model design (Implementation Specific
Model).
In first phase we define the content of the future database
and result of this phase is a conceptual model of the future
database. Conceptual model consists of entities, attributes
and relationships and represents suitable visual model to
describe future database [2], [3]. Conceptual model also
helps for better understanding of database which will be
implemented. Conceptual model belongs to model called
Platform Independent Model (PIM) and it can be transformed

Fig. 1. Process of database modeling.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Sometimes the conceptual model in visual form is missing
and we have only the implemented database. Or we assume
the information system with the implemented database
without documentation and manuals (with conceptual model).
Then it is appropriate to reconstruct conceptual model from
the implemented database to understand relationships and the
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content of the database for effective additional development
or maintance [8].
Reconstructing the conceptual model from the
implemented database is appropriate in these cases:
 Conceptual model of database is missing and we need to
make changes in the implemented database.
 Database specialist which implemented the database is
out of the project or company and we need to understand
dependences in the implemented database.
 Customer needs a visual form of the implemented
database.
 We assume the information system or project with
implemented database, but without documentation and
conceptual model, and we need to rebuild or upgrade the
implemented database.
For these reasons we propose algorithm for reconstructing
the conceptual model from the implemented database. The
output of the algorithm will be the conceptual model
generated from the implemented database and transformed to
the selected modeling tool.

loading their logical model. There are several ways for
connecting to the database implemented in specific RDBMS,
we perform connection via JDBC driver which is selected for
specific RDBMS. Advantage of connecting via JDBC driver
is that JDBC driver provides methods for loading all database
tables with their attributes and relationships between
specified database tables.
B. Loading Database Tables, Attributes and Relationships
In this step we need to load all database tables, their
attributes and all relationships in the implemented database.
This step can be performed by general methods provided by
JDBC driver which can be generally used in most of
RDBMS.
The outputs of this step are three lists:
 List of database tables.
 List of attributes divided according to database tables.
 List of relationships between database tables.
C. Transforming Loaded Data to the XML Document
Based on previous step we propose transforming loaded
lists from the implemented database to the XML document.
We choose XML document as appropriate format for storing
information about database because a lot of data modeling
tools can import XML document as input for generating
conceptual model. We propose general structure of XML
document which can be with suitable transformation used in
selected data modeling tools [4]:
 Elements entity contains names of loaded database
tables.
 Elements attribute contains names of loaded attributes
of database tables.
 Elements relationship consists of subelements for
specifying database tables ingoing to relationship with
description of relationship.
Example of XML document contains information about
sample database is shown below:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<database>
<entity name="Lecturer">
<attribute name="name"/>
<attribute name="surname"/>
<attribute name="address"/>
<attribute name="phone"/>
<attribute name="login"/>
<attribute name="password"/>
</entity>
<entity name="Course">
<attribute name="course_id"/>
<attribute name="name"/>
<attribute name="location"/>
<attribute name="start_date"/>
<attribute name="end_date "/>
<attribute name="description"/>
</entity>
<relationship>
<startentity>Lecturer</startentity>
<relation>lecturer_to_course
</relation>
<endentity>Course</endentity>

III. PROBLEM SOLUTION
Proposed algorithm consists of few steps which are
visually shown in the Fig. 2:

Fig. 2. An algorithm for reconstructing the conceptual model from the
implemented database.

A. Connecting to the Implemented Database
First, we need to connect to the implemented database for
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</relationship>
</database>

generating and showing conceptual model of the specific
database. We also propose general structure of XML
document which contains information about specific
database and can be transformed to various file formats
supported by different data modeling tools. At the end of
article main steps of the proposed algorithm was described
and the outputs of proposed algorithm was verified on
selected
database
and
modeling
CASE
tool
SybasePowerDesigner.

D. Generating Conceptual Model in the Modeling Tool
Finally we transform XML document to structure
supported by selected data modeling tool and generate
conceptual model of the implemented database. In specified
modeling tool the resulting conceptual model can be exported
to other file formats and can be used for possible
transforming to logical or physical model in the same or
another RDBMS.
Based on information of implemented database in XML
document shown above we transform the XML document to
CDM file which is supported by modeling CASE tool called
Sybase PowerDesigner. The resulting conceptual model is
shown in the following Fig. 3:
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IV. CONCLUSION
In this article we proposed general algorithm for
reconstructing the conceptual model from the implemented
database. Algorithm can be used in any RDBMS for
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